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Dear Friends,
You make it possible for kids like 10-year-old Ray to
overcome challenges and enjoy life to the fullest.
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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

In this issue of the Children’s Fund Update, Ray’s
mom, Emily, shares her heartfelt words about his
experience with autism, and how our hospital and
your support have helped Ray ﬂourish. I hope you
will feel the same pride and joy as I do.
As you’ll see, Ray and his family have benefited
tremendously from the services our hospital
provides — thanks to donors like you.
Every day, your generous support touches the lives
of many more families like Ray’s, giving them the
care they need to enjoy healthier, happy lives.
As a way of saying thank you, I’d like to extend an
invitation to our first-ever Science Fair, a familyfriendly event that gets to the heart of our work. This interactive event for donors like
you combines our love of caring for kids with our passion for scientific discovery.
I hope you will join me at this special event and see firsthand the exciting advances in
children’s health that you are helping to make possible.
Sincerely,
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Did You Know?

One in 68 children in the United States is diagnosed with autism.
Your support helps advance autism research and therapies, allowing
more families to thrive.
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Ray Cantey is overcoming
challenges and living life to
the fullest.

Save the Date: June 19, 2016

Mark your calendar for the 6th annual Summer Scamper
5k, 10k, and kids’ fun run benefiting our hospital and child
health programs at Stanford University School of Medicine.
You can help us reach our $500,000 goal by walking,
running, volunteering, and fundraising.
For more details, visit SummerScamper.org.
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The Bravest
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I Know
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A grateful mom says thank you

The Bravest 10-year-old I Know
Editor’s note: Emily, our guest author, is an
inspiration. For the 2015 Summer Scamper, she
and her husband practiced for hours with their son,
Ray, who has autism, so he’d be ready to hand out
race prizes on stage. We asked her to share how
our hospital — and donors like you — helped her
amazing, beautiful son.

A

s a 4-year-old, my son, Ray, struggled to
make eye contact with people and fixated
on playing with rocks outside.

When our doctor told us that Ray had autism, my
husband, Alan, and I were uncertain about the future
— and also relieved. Now we had an explanation for
Ray’s idiosyncrasies.

LUCILE PACKARD CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL STANFORD

By Emily Cantey

Today, after several years of working
with the team at Packard Children’s,
Ray is a happy, outgoing fourth grader.
He’s a three-time season champion on a local
youth bowling league. He participates in Cub
Scouts and loves golf, swimming, and video games.
He is the bravest 10-year-old I know. At last year’s
Summer Scamper, Ray was the Patient Hero for
Autism and overcame his fear of loud noises to
help present race awards on stage. He is no longer
afraid to share how he’s feeling. He is always willing
to offer tips to his fellow bowlers, and frequently
helps us with computer problems at home.

When Ray was 7, we moved back to the Bay Area,
and immediately reached out to Lucile Packard
Children’s Hospital Stanford for occupational and
physical therapy for Ray.

As parents, Alan and I also utilize the Stanford
Autism Center ourselves. Their Mindfulness
Program for parents has expanded our network
and given us new skills, including techniques to
keep calm in stressful situations so that we can
focus on keeping Ray calm as well. We have also
met other parents facing similar challenges,
who offer us support and suggestions to help
navigate various situations with Ray.

His occupational therapists encouraged us to join a
pilot social skills group that helped Ray understand
emotions — both his own as well as those of others —
and taught him self-control. The therapists even took
the kids to a park to practice in real-life situations.

In the future, we will work with Stanford
researchers on studies to help children with
autism better understand and interpret the
emotions of others, giving Ray and many others
even more opportunities.

It was amazing to watch Ray interact with
other children and see them respond to
him with normal reactions as opposed to
being confused or laughing at him.

Thank you for your support of Packard Children’s.
You enable kids like Ray to achieve their full
potential. Ray will be able to use what he has
learned there for the rest of his life, and we are
grateful. l

At the time we were living in Washington and
found really limited resources for kids with autism
spectrum disorder.

Alan and I are always astonished by how helpful
the hospital’s staff is. They are an endless source of
information on opportunities for kids with autism,
including schools, athletic activities, and parent groups
and help us navigate the many websites, organizations,
and services available to families like ours.
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To help more children
like Ray live full lives and
create fun memories,
visit supportLPCH.org.

SCIENCE FAIR
You’re invited!
Tuesday, March 1
5:30 – 7:30 p.m.
Frances C. Arrillaga Alumni Center
326 Galvez Street, Stanford
Join us for a night of discovery at the first-ever Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital Stanford
Science Fair. You and your family can see firsthand the amazing work your support makes
possible every day, ranging from sports medicine to cancer cures.
Interactive presentations and demonstrations (suitable for fifth graders and up) will include:
The Science of Wellness: Building Skills to Fight Stress
PacMan vs. Cancer
Stanford Children’s Health on Wheels
and many more!

Come meet researchers like Dennis Wall, PhD (left), who uses Google Glass to help children with autism, and
Samuel Cheshier, MD, PhD (right), who is working to use a patient’s own immune system to cure their cancer.

Space is limited. RSVP required to Brittney Sutherland at (650) 497-9943 or
Brittney.Sutherland@lpfch.org.

